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45 years ago, I watched Speed Racer for the first time.
It was then, at seven years old, that the idea for VRX
was born.
With a strong ambition for racing, engineering,
development, and forming partnerships with the
biggest players in the technology and gaming
industries, VRX has strived to become the most
advanced interactive simulation company in the world.
We are about to do things that could change the
experiences people have with technology and with 20
years of history behind us, the best is still to come.

R O B E R T S TA N N E R S
CEO/FOUNDER

EXPERIENCE AMAZING

THE VRX PROMISE
We have been designing and developing advanced
simulators for over 15 years. Over that time we have
come to understand the unique needs of every
individual who purchases a VRX system.
We offer full customization on all of our systems, and
work directly with clients to personalize every aspect
of their systems.

I N T E G R AT I N G T E C H N O L O G Y
T O C R E AT E E X P E R I E N C E S

S O F T WA R E

H A R D WA R E

EXPERIENCE

I N T E R N AT I O N A L
REACH

To keep our promises to our customers and partners,
we have VRX representatives in cities across North
America.

BUILDING THE COMMUNITY
THROUGH EXPERIENCES

VRX has been heavily involved in giving back to the community. We are
always excited to let people
experience their passions and show them how
technology can be an effective tool for bringing people together.

I F Y O U C A N D R E A M I T,
WE CAN BUILD IT

Our collaborations and commitment to advanced
technology and true to life simulations have made us
the leading choice for anyone wanting to create truly
exceptional, customized systems.

Originally Virtual Racer X, VRX Simulators pioneered
the first turnkey racing simulator solution for the
consumer market.
With key moments that include partnering with Turn
10 Studios to debut Forza Motorsport at Road Atlanta
and building the world’s first Connected Car
simulator with Toyota and Microsoft, VRX has spent
almost 20 years revolutionizing the way humans
interact with technology.
1999

2019

SOME OF OUR ACCOMPLISHMENTS
OVER 20 YEARS

PRODUCT
OF THE
YEAR 2017

EMERGING EXPORTER 2017

TECHNOLOGY
COMPANY
OF THE YEAR

INNOVATIVE
EXCELLENCE
IN HARDWARE

FINALIST

FINALIST

W H AT O U R C U S T O M E R S
& P A R T N E R S S AY

John Hiron, Executive, Guillemot Corporation (Thrustmaster Division)
“I have been working with the VRX team, and must admit that they are a pleasure to deal
with. They are straight shooters with a wealth and diversity of experience that deliver
everything they promise, and more.”

Rohit Bhargava, Senior Director, Microsoft Research
“A huge thanks to the VRX team for taking care of a million details and going out of their
way to help make this a success for Microsoft. We’re truly proud of what you have created
- an amazing accomplishment given the timeframe this had to be brought together, the
number of moving parts that had to be integrated, and a truly one Microsoft partnership
spanning Turn 10 Studios, MSR, EPG, and our vendor/partner VRX!”

Colin Piper, Product Marketing Manager, Autodesk & A360
“Our experience with VRX was seamless and extremely positive. The simulators were a
huge draw to our exhibit space and brought a high level of excitement. Working with the
VRX staff was a breeze. I can’t recommend them highly enough.”

Stephen Brauer, Wasserman Experience (Forza Fuel Project, 2015)
“I just wanted to say that VRX staff been a tremendous help onsite. They have gone so far
above and beyond expectations. I’ve been producing events for over 15 years and I can
honestly say that VRX has done more work outside of their area of responsibility than I
have ever seen before. Without them, we would not have been able to execute this project onsite.”

Shana Turner, Director of Finance and Corporate Services, Richmond Olympic Oval
“VRX has accomplished above and beyond anything we have seen in the simulator world;
their race car and flight simulators are not only a technological achievement, but also
visually a work of art.”

PRODUCTS
RACING SIMULATION
AT ITS BEST

TAKE TO THE SKIES

THE NEW MASTER OF MOTION
CONNECT. COMPETE. ATTRACT

PRODUCT
OF THE
YEAR 2017

PRODUCTS
THE ULTIMATE DRIVING PLATFORM

A REVOLUTIONARY NEW STAGE FOR
VIRTUAL REALITY

REMOTE OPERATED VEHICLE
EXPERIENCE

PA S T
PROJECTS
I F Y O U C A N D R E A M I T,
WE CAN BUILD IT

T H E D AY T O N A 5 0 0

In February 2018, VRX and NASCAR driver, Jeffrey Earnhardt, teamed up
to continue a 40-year legacy of the Earnhardt name - a legacy that has
influenced VRX from the beginning. The Daytona 500 kicked off a sevenrace partnership that showed racing fans the relationship between
technology, entertainment and the future of racing.

D AY T O N A 5 0 0 D E A L
R E V S V I C T O R I A S I M U L AT O R
MAKER’S ENGINE

When the drivers line up along the grid for
the Daytona 500 on Feb. 18, there will be one
Victoria man — and his inner seven year-old
— likely to be more excited and nervous than
anyone around the Daytona International
Speedway.

not to be an Earnhardt in [the Daytona 500],”
said Stanners, a fan of the sport and of one of
the most famous racing families in NASCAR.
“There’s been an Earnhardt in that race for
39 years.”

Earnhardt lost his ride late last year, but
Robert Stanners, chief executive of VRX StarCom Racing came up with a car and VRX
Simulators, has waited 45 years to see his stepped in as the sponsor.
name on the hood of a NASCAR race car, and
that day he’ll see it splashed across the 00 Stanners, who has always wanted his own
Camaro driven by Jeffrey Earnhardt.
racing team, had already been working
with the young Earnhardt — grandson to
It will be a big moment for Stanners, who fell legend Dale Earnhardt Sr. and nephew to
in love with motorsport as a seven- year-old Dale Earnhardt Jr. VRX provided a training
watching the cartoon Speed Racer on TV — simulator for the young driver who wanted
VRX stands for Virtual Racer X and Racer X track-like training without the high cost and
was his favourite Speed Racer character — high risk of running laps in a million-dollar
but it will also splash the company name in vehicle.
front of a massive television audience.
But to keep an Earnhardt in the Daytona 500
But Stanners seems to look at the partnership this year required a $7.5 million sponsorship
with Earnhardt as more of an imperative, commitment.
and the right thing to do for the sport, than a
chance to catch some limelight.
“I didn’t have that,” Stanners said with a
“I could not sit back and allow there
laugh. But he did have big-name and bigmoney partners.

Stanners wouldn’t elaborate on the moves, new technology and ways to ignite the
or the partners involved, but he does have a motorsports industry,” said Stanners.
stable of big ones behind him.
He is also working with Cineplex to
VRX, which started with Stanners’ vision for manufacture simulators for its Playdium
racing and aircraft simulators for the home and Rec Room concepts that are being
market and commercial use in 2003, has installed across Canada.
since worked with Microsoft, Intel, Ericsson,
Toyota, Cineplex and T-Mobile, to name a But sitting in his office/manufacturing space
few.
in the industrial park in North Saanich,
Stanners is adamant that all of the growth and
His work will get international exposure Feb. expansion (he expects to double his staffing
18 at the Daytona 500. VRX will also ship to 34 from 17 and require new space within
demonstration products to the race site.
the year) will have broader applications in
education, safety and mobility.
VRX got its first major boost in 2006 when it
partnered with Microsoft’s Forza Motorsport He said VRX is a means to an end and he
to create a hardware environment to hopes it continues to put him in position to
experience the video game.
meet and partner with some of the heaviest
hitters in the world, the ones who can make
“They wanted to build the best motorsports huge impacts.
game ever, we partnered to create that
user experience and that kick-started VRX,” An admitted idealist, Stanners wants to push
Stanners said.
people to use technology to keep improving
the world.
After selling one in 2003, they sold 30 to 35
in 2006. The units range from about $12,000 And he promises the next two years will lead
US to well over $400,000 US. “We rode the up to a big event “that will shake the world”
coattails of Microsoft,” he said.
when he announces VRX World.
VRX has started talks with NASCAR about
improving the experience for spectators —
think seats and headgear that let fans ride
along with any driver — and about programs
to draw in young people through getting
them behind the wheel and into the virtual
environment of the driver.

“We are planning, building and designing
VRX World now,” he said, noting they will
make the announcement of what that entails
at the start of 2020.

His excitement is noticeable as he holds
court and you can still see the inner sevenyear-old who fell in love with things that go
“We are about to do things that could change fast. “I’m in a dream, and it really just got
the experience side and kickstart
started,” he said.

Original article from The Times Colonist, February 7, 2018

GT SPORT CANADIAN
CHAMPIONSHIP 2018

The WorldGaming GT Sport Canadian Championship Finals were held in
Vaughan, Ontario on Sunday, February 25th, 2018. The Championship
Series was held in partnership with PlayStation and PFAFF and finalists
competed on VRX iMotion simulators.

E3 2018

An annual tradition, VRX and Forza Motorsport teamed up at the largest
entertainment and gaming expo in North America to show off Forza
Horizon 4. Combining incredible hardware with one of the most popular
racing franchises in the World, VRX created an exhilarating experience
for fans - including Deadmau5!

PINTY’S GRAND PRIX
2018

As one of the top stock car racing series in Canada, VRX supported
Canadian driver, Pete Shepherd, at the NASCAR Canadian Pinty’s Series
in Toronto. Being a Canadian company, VRX celebrates its deep racing
roots and its Canadian heritage.

ELDORA 2018

NASCAR icon, Ryan Newman, kicked off his partnership with VRX at the
NASCAR Camping World race event at Eldora, Ohio.

I A A PA E X P O 2 0 1 8

A full 53’ semi trailer and the biggest event in VRX history, IAAPA
in Orlando, kicked off the next chapter of VRX with the introduction
of several revolutionary products poised to change the future of
entertainment: RacerX Club, VESSEL, and VRX Live.

HYUNDAI BRAND
EXPERIENCE

Simulators are the perfect way to create an experience for a brand or
product. VRX built 10 custom Hyundai Veloster simulator experiences to
showcase Hyundai’s product and create an exciting attraction for their
customers and fans.

H O O N I G A N S I M U L AT O R S

As part of a collaborative project, HOONIGAN and VRX teamed up to
create two full motion simulators in a racing chassis.

T H E V I AT O R / R A P T O R

The ultimate motion simulator, from racing, flight, helicopter, or VR
experiences, the Raptor provides a large-scale motion platform for a
variety of applications.

CONNECTED CAR

In collaboration with Toyota and Microsoft, VRX developed the world’s
first connected car simulator used to develop autonomous vehicle
technology for real-world vehicles.

BREITLING JET TEAM

The first of its kind, VRX designed and developed three L-39 Albatros
simulators for the Breitling Jet Team as part of a brand experience.

CALIFORNIA
P O LY T E C H N I C A L

As part of the increasing popularity of simulation in education, the
California Polytechinical Institute purchased a racing and flight
combination simulator. The simulator will be used as a platform to train
students how to develop motion experiences.

A R E YO U CA N A DA’ S
FA S T E S T D R I V E R ?

The next chapter in the competitive virtual racing chapter for VRX
kicks off with the PFAFF Western Gaming Canadian Challenge - Are
You Canada’s Fastest Driver? 16 of the country’s best Forza Motorsport
racers will compete on VRX simulators on a national stage to earn the
title of Canada’s Fastest Driver.

MCLAREN SENNA
MOTION CONVERSION

he VRX engineering team worked tirelessly for over two months to
retrofit a McLaren Senna with motion actuators, as well as wiring and
button systems in order to interface with Forza Motorsport 7 on Xbox
One S - the world’s first and only full-car motion experience that works
with a consumer game console. It was placed in the Microsoft Flagship
store in Oxford Circus, London.

MYCINEMA BRINGS ESPORTS TO
T H E AT E R S - W H E R E M O V I E G O E R S
C A N P L AY

There’s no shortage of video games at the
CinemaCon trade show, but myCinema’s
RacerXClub stands apart with a high-tech
race- car simulator with a seat that will
definitely rumble and jerk to let drivers
know that they’ve veered off course — or
rolled their vehicle (as I did).

Glenn Morten, vice president of strategy and
solutions, expanded on myCinema’s plans
for RacerXClub from CinemaCon via email,
including how esports fit into the company’s
programming business, how cinemas can
customize the game, and how it differs from
other arcade games found in theater lobbies.

The vision for RacerXClub, developed in
partnership with VRX Simulators, goes
further with the idea to create a network
of movie theater-sponsored teams that
compete against each other in regional and
national league competitions. The concept
offers unique opportunities for sponsors
and advertisers to reach players through
myCinema’s loyalty and rewards program.

How does RacerXClub fit in with what
else myCinema is doing in theaters —
specifically distributing indie and event
content?
RacerX is event content and is one of the
strategies we are pursuing, including
concerts, sporting events and esports. When
we launched, everyone was screaming
for esports. RacerX is that. The difference
is, cinemas and the player are in tandem
originators in producing the content. This
makes the viewing of esports much more
engaging.

Launched last year at CinemaCon, myCinema
is a division of Nagra Kudelski Group, a
Swiss digital media technology company.
The new division aims to offer Content as a
Service via an online marketplace offering
live music, Broadway, esports events, opera, Has the company plied in lobby attractions
ballet, sports, and classic, independent and before? If so, what did those consist of? If
foreign films.
not, why dip into it now?

We have not, so no. The time is right to
make the cinema into more of a community
entertainment center and more engaging.
We are bringing millennials back into
cinemas, thus making them into community
entertainment hubs. We are empowering
local cinema owners to be the local host of
the fandoms within each community.

How much does RacerX cost to install? What
is the suggested charge for consumers to
ride it?
At CinemaCon we are doing the market
research and business development to
answer this question. It is easily accessible
to exhibitors.

What is the appeal for myCinema of this How does RacerX differ from racing arcade
particular game — a NASCAR-themed games currently found in theater lobbies?
racer?
Why are theaters a good fit for this game?
It’s not limited to NASCAR — it can be Indy,
truck racing, Formula One; it could be
boats, planes or motorcycles. We found this
appealing because we think motion makes
the virtual aspect of the experience exciting
and most realistic. We look at racing and
motor sports as family-friendly and we
think this is great in bringing families into
local independent cinema.

Motion [and] VR capabilities make it stand
out. Also, it is not just a single-player
experience. It’s an esports platform for
league play. Cinemas are ideal locations
for esports because they have everything
you need: Food and beverage, the space
and facilities, seats, security and all the
things that create a true and full esports
experience; and parking.

How can theaters customize the game?

What other opportunities does myCinema
see for game experiences for theaters?

Theaters can customize in a few ways.
Cinemas can make the experience into a
local competition and create a branded
league within a circuit; the other way is
with branding and advertising. Theaters
can become activation sites for events for
local businesses. Imagine your local car
dealerships using your cinema for branded
events.

Racing is just one of the many esports
applications that we are bringing to theaters
on our roadmap. Racing is very popular, and
we know people are going to love myCinema
RacerX. We are building a trusted esports
platform. The applications will change
overtime as the popularity of particular
experiences grow.

Original article from Biz Journals, April 4th, 2019

ON THE HORIZON

Coming in 2020, VRX World marks the beginning of a revolution in how
humans interface with technology - the theme park of the future.
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VRX World is an environment where humans come to experience their
connection with the living universe.
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